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Solutions for Publishers and Associations

Save your editors and 
authors time with the 
most complete 
submission and peer-
review solution

Analyze the landscape 
using accurate, 
objective, and complete 
data

Grow your reputation 
and protect the 
integrity of your peer 
review process

Adapt to open through 
integrated workflow 
options and partners

Find the right reviewers 
faster with smart 
recommendations

Engage researchers 
through recognition, 
alerts, and direct 
outreach



ScholarOne Manuscripts



Establish efficient 
workflows

Provide a preferred user 
experience

Preserve integrity Adapt with ease
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ScholarOne Manuscripts

Create a smooth, optimal 
experience for your editors 
and staff with a highly 
configurable system. Tailor a 
wide range of role- and task-
based workflows to your 
teams and enable timely 
updates along the way.

Attract and retain reviewers 
and submitting authors by 
providing a superior 
researcher experience 
throughout the publication 
process.  

Protect your data and your 
reputation with unusual 
activity alerts, improved 
plagiarism detection, and the 
support of a dedicated 
information security team.  

Navigate the shift to open 
models, structure successful 
transformative agreements, 
and make open peer review a 
reality for your journals. 

Align your journal management with your strategy 
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Configurable Workflows

• Best practices based on 7,000+ journals ensures you get a site that 
meets your requirements.

– Example Workflow

Author Submits 
Admin Completes 

Checklist

EIC Assigns AE or 
makes Immediate 

Decision

AE Selects, Invites, 
& Assigns 
Reviewers

Reviewers 
complete review

AE sends 
Recommendation 

to EIC

EIC sends Decision 
Letter to Author

Author receives 
Decision 



Protect your data and your reputation
Teams and services to detect anomalous behavior

Reduce the number of retractions 
by uncovering issues before 
publication. Unusual Activity 
Detection protects the integrity of 
your journal and editorial 
processes by helping you spot 
potentially unusual activity by 
authors and reviewers.

Unlike open-source tools, 
ScholarOne is backed by a team 
dedicated to safeguarding your 
data, patching vulnerabilities, 
and staying current with 
changing security needs. 

Employ a user-friendly, responsive 
tool, iThenticate, to flag high 
similarity rates between 
submissions and previously 
published work.

Unusual activity flags Security expertise Plagiarism detection
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Add-on Features

• ScholarOne Manuscripts 
includes a wide number of 
add-on features, from industry 
‘standards’ like ORCID and 
CrossRef Similarity Check, 
through to reviewer 
recommendations, 
identification of potential 
unethical practices, and a 
range of tasks to support post-
acceptance processes.
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Our Implementation Process
• Once you complete the requirement worksheet, it typically takes 8–9 weeks to launch your site – this 

depends on your schedule for testing and feedback.

• Your contact throughout the process will be your personal Implementation Project Manager – they 
will help collect requirements, build your site, and work with you on any changes before launch.



Web of Science
Reviewer Locator



Save time finding 
qualified reviewers

Quickly identify 
conflicts of interest

Increase your accepted 
invitations

Diversify your reviewer 
pool
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Accelerate your peer review process

Quickly match your 
manuscripts to relevant 
reviewers from a trusted 
dataset of over 28 million 
authors that you can filter 
by country or region.

Easily eliminate reviewers 
with automatic flags for 
potential conflicts of 
interest based on reliable 
Web of Science Core 
Collection data.

Use up-to-date 
information to contact 
reviewers who are more 
likely to accept your 
invitation based on their 
peer review history.

Find new reviewers for 
your manuscripts with a 
best-in-class algorithm 
that accounts for both 
publication and peer 
review history.

Find, screen, and connect with reviewers faster using Web of Science Reviewer Locator
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Save time finding qualified reviewers 

Best-in-class algorithm

• Our algorithm suggests experts who not only 
match your manuscripts, but are also likely to 
complete a review 

– Driven by relevant authored publications 
in the Web of Science Core Collection

– Considers peer review history and 
360° researcher profile

– Identifies possible co-author or co-
organizational conflicts of interest

– Trained and A/B tested based on review 
completion rates from ScholarOne

Quickly match your manuscripts to relevant experts who author the world’s leading research

Journal
Paper
Authors

High quality data
80m+ publications
28m+ author records
10m+ verified reviews

Up to 100 
recommended 
reviewers 



Flexible options to fit your existing workflow
Getting started with Web of Science Reviewer Locator

Prebuilt integration
• Take advantage of existing 

integrations with several 
journal workflow tools, 
including ScholarOne, Editorial 
Manager, eJP, OJS, and more. 

• View, select, and invite 
recommended reviewers 
within your system

• Requires no development

API
• Enables direct custom 

integrations

• View, select, and invite 
recommended reviewers 
within your journal 
management systems

• Requires development

• Responses include links to web 
interface

• Full feature set is available

Web interface
• Edit and re-run searches, when 

needed 

• Get started immediately, with 
no development time required

• Download recommended 
reviewers in spreadsheet 
format

• Full feature set is available
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Web of Science
Reviewer Recognition



Cultivate a community of expert reviewers

• Publicly recognize peer 
reviewers for their 
contributions and 
expertise and increase 
likelihood of reviewer 
acceptance.

• Track reviewer uptake, 
view satisfaction rates, 
and identify journals 
that engage the same 
reviewers. 

Web of Science Reviewer Recognition service 

29% more 
likely

19% 
far more 

likely

48% of American Society for 
Microbiology reviewers surveyed said 
they are more likely to accept review 
invitations from journals using 
Reviewer Recognition service.

52.9%
Getting reviewers to 
accept invitations

22.1%
Finding 
qualified 
reviewers

What’s the hardest part of 
being an editor?

Finding reviewers

Read more here
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https://clarivate.com/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2022/07/WS892948730-ASM-Case-Study-v3-1.pdf


Cultivate a community of repeat reviewers
Web of Science Reviewer Recognition service 

Publicly recognize peer 
reviewers for their 
contributions and 
expertise and increase the 
likelihood of reviewer 
acceptance.

Get up and running quickly 
with a flexible solution 
that can integrate with any 
journal management 
system and includes pre-
built integrations for 
ScholarOne, Editorial 
Manager, eJournalPress, 
OJS, and more.

Track reviewer uptake, 
view satisfaction rates, 
and identify journals that 
engage the same 
reviewers. 

Join a growing community 
of 9,500+ journals and 
millions of researchers 
working to elevate 
recognition of peer 
review. 

Engage reviewers Integrate seamlessly Monitor competitors Support scholars
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Web of Science
Author Connect
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Web of Science Author Connect

• Web of Science Author 
Connect is a multi-
channel marketing 
offering based on Web 
of Science™ data to 
help customers reach 
the right researchers.

• Amplify campaigns 
using email, digital & 
social channels to get 
your message to the 
right researchers from 
over 250 subject 
disciplines.

• Comprehensive 
coverage in subject, 
region and medium for 
the perfect 
segmentation to reach 
active researchers 
who have published in 
a trusted set 
of publications.

• Experienced service 
team that works 
with you to build the 
right solution for 
your campaign – 
whether you want 
broad targeting or a 
highly specialized list.
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• Showcase journals and collections

• Launch new titles

• Call for papers

• Increase ROI / Subscriptions - Remind users of subscription  

• News on Impact Factor & other Journal/Publisher notifications  

• Recruitment

• Promote events

• Build awareness and reputation

• Promote grants & awards

• Recommendations to your librarian

• Offer Free Trials / Time limited article access

• Surveys – direct feedback from industry experts

• Global rankings

Author Connect:

Helping 
With Challenging Objectives

Some customer use-cases for WOSAC
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Example use-cases

Academia/Institution

Scholarly Publishing



Post-Campaign Metrics and Reporting

• Sent within 24 hours of deployment

• Provides overview of unique/total 
opens, clicks, clicks to opens

• Additional reporting of links within 
HTML

• Hyperlinks to additional stats and 
reports, listing countries, subject 
categories, journals etc

• See top 25 domains delivered, and 
top browsers/devices opened

• Compare campaign results to see 
what is most/least effective
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